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ISSUE BEFORE THE BOARD: Community College Support Fund Outcome-Based Funding Formula 
  
 
BACKGROUND:  Commissioner Preus will review with the board the progress made to date on the outcome-
based funding model for community college first brought to the SBE in December 2012.  
 
The department, a working group of Oregon community college presidents and the National Center for Higher 
Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) are continuing to work on customizing the model for Oregon 
community colleges.  
 
Discussion of the outcome-based allocation model has covered two primary areas: 

A. Design of the allocation model 
B. Implementation of that model 

 
A. The design principles adopted by the working group include: 

1. Getting agreement on the goals first. 
• The driving force for moving to an outcomes based allocation model is to increase the 

importance, attention, and activity on the student outcomes of access (enrollment) and success 
(milestones and completions). 

2. Don’t construct the outcome metrics too narrowly. 
•  All community colleges have an opportunity (not a guarantee) to benefit by excelling at their 

different missions. 
3. Design the allocation model to promote mission differentiation. 

• Important to use the same model for all community colleges – and similarly one model for 4 year 
public universities – while allowing for differences between these models. 

4. Include provisions that reward success for serving underserved/underrepresented populations. 
• Among those under consideration are low income and minority students. 

5. Limit the numbers of outcomes to be ‘rewarded’. 
• If we have too many than we will lose focus  
• Current model has 5 major metrics 

6. Choose metrics that are unambiguous and difficult to game 
• An example is # of graduates not graduation rates. 

 
B. Implementation principles under consideration by the working group include: 

1. Make the pool of outcome pool of money enough to command attention 
2. Reward continuous improvement, not attainment of a fixed goal 
3. Include a phase in provision 
4. Use a stop-loss provision for colleges to adapt to the new allocation model 
5. Continue outcome based funding in good times and bad 
6. Put in place a rigorous (outcomes-based) approach to assessing quality and monitor results on an 

ongoing basis 
7. Involve college representatives at each stage of the process. 

 
 
 
The metrics (as indicated in A.5 above) the work group is considering includes: 



 

 

• Increase  in the number of Associate Degrees 
• Increase in the number of certificates/credentials 
• Increase in transfers to 4-year institutions after accumulating 30 quarter credits hours (QCH) 
• Momentum points for: 

o Successful completion of first college-level math course 
o Successful completion of first college-level English course 
o Successful completion of 15 college-level credits 
o Successful completion of 30 college-level credits 

• Extra weight for success of underrepresented students 
 
These ‘new’ metrics have actually been around and part of the community college vernacular for a number of 
years – at least since 2008 when the first Student Success Steering Committee report Measure What You 
Treasure was published.  The use of momentum and milestones was a central feature of that report – an 
intentional strategy to raise up the importance of student progress, not simply enrollment and/or completion. 
Some of them are also familiar because they are also metrics used the OEIB Achievement Compacts with 
community colleges.  
 
Other ‘leanings’ from the work group include maintaining essential pieces of the current distribution formula, 
such as: 

• Keep ‘total public resources’ as one allocation pool = all general fund + property taxes 
• Start moving to the outcome-based model relatively soon – by 2013 or 2014  
• Need to balance the old system of enrollment with the new outcomes based model  
• Use a stop loss to ensure no college is devastated by the change 
• Keep the small school base  
• Keep the three year rolling average for enrollments 
• Keep the Growth Management Component (at least for now) 

 
Conversations continue with the work group and we are briefing the Oregon Presidents Council at their 
monthly meetings. The work group plans to bring forward a proposal with more particulars in the next few 
months – with the expectation that within the same time frame - the State Board of Education will hear 
recommendations for engaging additional community college stakeholders in transitioning to the new 
outcomes-based allocation model. 
 
 
 


